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With the rapid development of Internet economic and enterprise information 
technology’s speed, many companies realize that marketing strategies should be 
integrated into information technology, otherwise it is difficult to effectively meet the 
needs of the market, no way to competition. In the past 10 years, real estate as one of 
China's pillar industries, it grow and develop rapidly, The growing demand make the 
real estate enterprises face great opportunities and challenges.Traditional real estate 
marketing the company brand and projects information through newspapers, 
television , magazine, outdoor advertising and other traditional media, one-way 
communication to consumers, the lack of two-way interaction with customers, and the 
price is expensive, limited scope and speed of propagation. In this case, as real estate 
companies want to know whether the use of what information technology can enhance 
their brand influence, improve customer service quality and satisfaction, and expand 
the number of potential customers and customer transactions, reduce marketing costs, 
to submit work efficiency. 
The article base on the practice real estate company’s E-Marketing, E-Marketing 
environment of the real estate business and brand, product, price, channel, promotion 
and other E-Marketing strategies, and closely focused on the consumer, consumer’s 
purchase decisions from a recognized real estate needs, gather information to assess 
the comparison, purchase decision, purchase evaluation of five stages, the focus of the 
real estate business can be taken Website Promotion, online advertising, E-zine, e-mail, 
text messaging, online communities, search engine and other E-Marketing methods 
and technical tools, and then more and more to precisely target customer base to start 
the marketing. Hope to provide some of the real estate industry practice of theoretical 
guidance and specific reference, to help implement the online marketing of real estate 
enterprises to fully play the role of the Internet, but also allowed to recognize the 
E-Mmarketing, there have difficulties and shortcomings, to establish the right 















direct links with customers and communicate, build customer loyalty, reduce overall 
marketing costs, improve marketing effectiveness and competitiveness. 
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商务和网络营销已在如火如荼地开展着。截至 2010 年 6 月，中国网民规模已达到 4.2
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